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Presentation Overview
• Present a smaller government agency and its enterprise
architecture (EA) practice
• Provide ideas on how to build a business-driven EA practice
• Describe the PSC’s EA tools, tasks and governance

• Case study: Identify EA sustainability lessons from a pandemic
• Synthesis: How to influence an organization’s digital
transformation from the bottom-up, in collaboration with the
business lines
• Envoi: Digital logistics and sustainability
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About the Public Service Commission
• Established in 1907 to oversee merit-based appointments
• ~900 employees, headquartered in Gatineau with offices in
Halifax, Montréal, Toronto and Vancouver
• Best known to the public for GC Jobs and to public servants for
Second-Language Evaluation
• Also for Political Activities Monitoring, Staffing Audits and Investigations

• ~110 IM/IT Employees (IT division created in 1968)
• One CIO, three directors (Development, Operations, Corp. Management)
• Undertake ~10 projects during a typical year (3-4 major ones)
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Enterprise Architecture at the PSC
•
•
•
•
•

First attempt in 2009-2011 (cause of death: SSC and ETI)
Current group active since 2016
1 Manager (CS-4), 3 Enterprise Architects (CS-3)
Integration of Client Portfolio Management (CPM) activities
Administration of two governance committees

• IT Managers “Architectural Review Committee” (Technology review & recommendation)
• IT/Business “Business Operations Review Group” (Communication and discussion)

• Responsible for Technology Standards as well as New Technology Intake
• Interactions with larger EA units elsewhere in government (TBS, SSC)
• Presentations to the GC Enterprise Architecture Review Board in 2019, 2021
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Small Agency EA: Challenges and Opportunities
• So:
•
•
•
•

Resources are limited for everyone in the organization
No place for domain architects – everyone needs to be a generalist
Many roles filled haphazardly; processes not always formalized
EA shares Corporate IM/IT Management director with IT Security, IM, PMO

• However:
•
•
•
•

EAs can shepherd files from inception to proposals for decision
Enterprise Architecture can take on many complementary responsibilities
Much closer to business clients and IT colleagues
One word: Influence
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Business-Driven Enterprise Architecture
• Take it from a former farm-hand: Silos exist for a reason, but
they’re useless unless you can put things in and take them out
• Enterprise Architecture is at its best when it connects the
organization’s silos. But how can that work?
• In the next few slides: Ideas on how to strengthen the bond
between EA and the business (…and other IT colleagues)
• Not all of those ideas are applicable in your organization
• Some may prove hazardous to your professional career
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Idea: Accessible foundational documents
• An EA repository is not ideal if it locks information away from business
clients and IT colleagues: Work in Word, Excel, PowerPoint, maybe Visio
• Create a high-level picture that includes everyone:
The Enterprise Architecture Blueprint/Roadmap (See Appendix A)
• Make your standards widely known and responsive to ongoing change:
The Technology Bricks (See Appendix B)
• Document your processes so that they can be understandable by all:
The New Technology Intake (See Slide 14 and Appendix C)
• Iteration and regular review is the key to success (+Maturity Model)
• A predictable EA practice is a good EA practice
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Idea: Integrating EA and CPM functions
• EA without CPM is untethered; CPM without EA is powerless
• Makes work more interesting and fulfilling
• What’s the added value of a CPM as an order-taker for others?
• A single EA/CPM can meet clients, gather requirements, investigate
options, propose a solution, conduct a pilot project, recommend
implementation, and present it for approval

• Makes Enterprise Architecture analysis extremely well-informed
• Reduces the chances that EA will be so abstract as to be useless
• A client-driven EA is a sustainable, long-lived EA practice
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Idea: Your essential reading list

Be professional

Be prepared

Be political

Make friends!
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Idea: Integrate APM, Standards and Planning
• Transform the annual Application Portfolio Management (APM) review
cycle into an opportunity to meet clients, discuss IT with business lines
and become a source of actionable information
• Make the link between APM, TIME assessments and technology standards
• Tolerate and Innovate/Invest → Current standard
• Migrate → Contain
• Eliminate → Decommission

• Ensure that APM results feed into yearly planning

• Low assessments should lead to new replacement project proposals
• (This is now an explicit part of the TBS IT Plan template)

• At the PSC: From 73 to 49 APM applications in six years
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Idea: Treasury Board is your Friend
• Major achievement: GC Enterprise Architecture as a cohesive discipline
• Leveraging the framework for influence within the organization
• The GC Digital/Architectural Principles are widely available and shareable
• TBS can and will talk to your Departmental Architectural Board

• Presenting projects to GC EARB

• Two appearances, three presentations in 2019 and 2021
• Effectively an internal EA review of the project, which may force some
necessary discussions between IT and the business clients (and others!)
• TBS extremely helpful in shepherding the submission
• One challenge for EA: Keeping track of applicable principles
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Idea: Seize the Means of Governance
• Architectural Review Committee
•
•
•
•

Weekly IT Manager-level meeting
Formerly known as Technical Review Committee
Regular touch-point between EAs and Managers
Recommends decisions to IT Management

• Business Operations Review Group

• Bi-weekly IT/Business Manager-level meeting
• Regular Operational IT updates to clients
• Crucial at times of operational changes (email,
M365 office, browser update, etc.)
• Great source of pilot project volunteers
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Idea: New Technology Intake process
• EA took over the New Technology Intake process
in 2017, initially simplifying a previous Excel
document (borrowed from a bigger department)
that was impossible to fill out properly
• Redefined as presentation, with individual slides
focusing on areas of managerial expertise – see →
• Iteratively refined every year, focusing on changes
and shortcomings
• 2021: Greater emphasis on the governance aspect

• Process Description in Appendix C
• Bring experts together to review any red flags
• Summarizes analysis and costs/consequences

Business Need and Background
Proposed Solution
• Enterprise Sustainability
• Enterprise Architecture
• IT Security
• Information Management
• Project Management
• Application Development
• COTS, QA, Data/Database
• Operational Service Management
• Desktop Operations
• Server Infrastructure/Operations
• Cloud/M365 Operations
• Helpdesk
• Accessibility
• Bilingualism
• Asset Management and Procurement
Total cost of intake
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Idea: How to hire enterprise architects
• Don’t necessarily hire pre-made Enterprise Architects –
Hire people ready to become Enterprise Architects

• Even at best, it takes months before an Enterprise Architect is effective

• At the PSC, 4 main qualifications:
•
•
•
•

At least a decade of experience in IT, the wider the better
Strong client service skills
Strong analytical skills
Bilingualism

• Selection process based on analysis/presentation

• 2019: Collaboration between several departments (50%+ hiring rate)
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Case Study: Lessons from a pandemic (1)
• Obviously:
• “Beyond 2020” never included an overnight Friday-the-13th shift to a
distributed workforce linked by pure-digital processes
• 90%-prepared for telework is not completely prepared for telework
• Extreme weather events as preparation for a pandemic

• Not so obviously:
•
•
•
•

Tumbling down Maslow’s pyramid: Operations suddenly dominant
The power of a sharp focus on less than a handful of projects
Suddenly: Agile re-prioritization! Formal capacity planning!
Opportunity for a technology debt overhaul
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Case Study: Lessons from a pandemic (2)
• How to adapt Enterprise Architecture to crises when
operations are dominant and long-term planning isn’t
• “Why isn’t EA at 100% capacity?”

• What you will need:

• Accumulated good-will and established processes/governance
• Practical skills to help implement top priorities
• A legally-permissible amount of deviousness

• What you will be doing:

• Keep calm and carry on – governance, processes, documents
• Participate in operational priorities as Enterprise Architects
• Never waste a crisis in achieving your own objectives
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Synthesis: Influencing digital transformation
from the bottom up
• Putting all of this together as an Enterprise Architecture group…
• Coordinating client intake ensures that EA knows what is emerging elsewhere
in the organization – especially if it chairs a regular Business/IT meeting
• Maintaining standards/APM also means identifying aging areas of the
infrastructure and proposing replacement projects
• Positioning EA as an analytical unit solidifies its position to identify and
propose forward-looking changes according to a coherent agenda
• Administering New Technology Intake means that EA gets to build consensus
with other managers, and be a regular participant at the IT management
table to present those new technologies for approval

• Proof: Pandemic transformation and EA’s continued role
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Envoi: Digital logistics and sustainability
• To borrow a phrase: Amateurs talk about strategy and tactics.
Professionals talk about logistics and sustainability
• Ideas are everywhere, but a lot of dull work is required to implement
them sustainably – this is where EA can make a difference
• Dull work increases in times of exciting changes

• Processes and governance will help solidify new ideas and make sure
they have buy-in
• Anything that survives governance is more likely to endure

• Take the long-term view and resolve risks before they become issues –
use setbacks as a way to identify underlying questions
• You can’t do it alone, but you can be friends with those who can help.
Enable them to work together. Be the glue.
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Appendices: EA Artifacts
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Appendix A: Blueprint / Roadmap
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Server Operating System

Appendix B: Technology Bricks
• How to document standards, and keep in
account the evolution of technology?
• Answer: Gartner’s “Technology Bricks”
concept, which tracks Emerging, Approved,
Contained and Retired standards.
• Links with TIME assessments and roadmap
• Reviewed by Architectural Board, approved by
Management.
• Simple enough to share with business clients

• Some adaptation for small organizations:
Defined thresholds, “single-solution
standards”

Description: A server operating system (OS), is an operating system specifically designed to run on
servers, which are specialized computers that operate within a client/server architecture to serve
the requests of client computers on the network.
Business capability: Operating Systems Software / Server Operating System Software
IT Capability: Application Platform / Operating System Services / Operating System and
Virtualization / Server Operating System
Standards table
Status

Product

Comments

Emerging

Red Hat Linux

Emerging SSC standard

Approved (Strategic)

SLES 15

Current version of Server Linux

Windows Server 2019
Approved (Tactical)

Windows Server 2016

Contained

SLES 12

Incompatible technology

Windows Server 2012

Slightly older technology; still supported,
but should be upgraded to newer version if
possible. Will soon be actively
decommissioned.

HPUX

Still being used for Oracle – multiple
obstacles to decommission. (licensing,
technology, etc.)

Windows Server 2008

Currently being actively decommissioned
(No Microsoft support)

SLES 11

Still being used, but scheduled to be
replaced

Retired

General comments:
•

Server Operating Systems are controlled by SSC standards.

Last EA/SME revision: 2021-04-28
ARC Review: 2021-05-10
Authority: Infrastructure manager
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Appendix C: The New Technology Intake (NTI) Process
1. Initial
Analysis

2. SME
Consultation

3. ARC
Recommendation

4. DMC
Approval

• The NTI process aims to provide enough information to understand the introduction of new technology and its consequences
• The process begins if a valid business requirement can best be resolved using a specific new technology
• Enterprise Architects work with requestors to detail the proposed solution and build the initial draft of the document

• Based on risks assessed in the Initial Analysis phase, Subject Matter Experts (SME) are consulted in specific areas of concer n
• High-risk areas are discussed prior to presentation to the ARC

The ITSD Architectural Review Committee (ARC), composed of ITSD managers, meets weekly
• ARC members examine and discuss the NTI proposal based on their areas of technical expertise
• Recommendation to DMC is made if consensus is met; objections are noted and may lead to a re-work of the document
• The ARC chair sends the recommendation to the Corporate IM/IT Management director for DMC presentation
The ITSD Directorate Management Committee (DMC), composed of the CIO and division directors, meets weekly
• DMC members discuss the NTI proposal from a perspective of resource allocation and management decisions
• Approval by DMC is granted if consensus is met; questions may lead to a revised presentation of the document
• Implementation conditions can be specified
• DMC designates an OPI for the implementation of the approved New Technology
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